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ABSTRACT 

This study built on what Abin Abie AlRbeea has composed it in his scientific and culture life, which is his 

interpretation for Holy Quran, which consider rich in scientific theme, especially the grammatical of it, so we will study 

one of his themes which is (the followers), the nature of this research required divide it on four topics which are : the first 

topic (the adjective or description) we deal in it (the adjective with noun sentence, verb sentence, semi sentence), (delete 

the described and put the adjective instead of it), as for the second topic (the affirmation) we study in it (affirm the 

connection pronoun with the separate nominative pronoun, and the coming of the affirmation for what the pronunciation 

require it and to rise probably trope in it), the third topic about (the apposition) which is (the study of the appositionof a 

clearly known from indefinite noun and conversely and delete the connect pronoun from something apposition and 

inclusiveness apposition, the apposition come as replacement of what is apposition from it) as for the fourth theme 

(conjunction) we study in it (the conjunction on the connect nominative pronoun and tacit pronoun and agree in the 

meaning or without it when the sentence conjunct and conjunct the thing on itself because the difference of the 

pronunciation and delete conjunction with the conjunction letter) 

KEYWORDS:  Conjunction, Pronoun, Replace 

INTRODUCTION 

This research deal with the study of (the followers in the interpretation Abin Abei AlRbea 688 H) who was 

famous in the grammar in the seventh century in Andalus, so it was our chose to study one of its themes which is (the 

followers) to study some of its rules and its themes in its interpretation. 

This research organized to the introduction, the preface and fourth themes and the conclusion and references, the 

preface with brief theme about (Abin Abei AlRbea his autobiography and his interpretation) as for the first theme it was in 

the study of (adjective or description) and we study in it the adjective with noun sentence, verb sentence, semi sentence), 

delete the thing which was described and put the adjective in its position. as for the second theme it was about (the 

affirmation) we study in it affirmation the connect pronoun with separate nominative pronoun and the coming of the 

affirmation for what the pronunciation require it and rise probably trope in it, the third theme about (apposition) we study 

in it apposition of a clearly known from indefinite noun and conversely, delete the connect pronoun from something 

apposition and inclusiveness apposition(1), apposition come as replacement of what is apposition from it, as for the fourth 

theme is about (conjunction) we study in it the conjunction on the connect nominative pronoun and tacit pronoun and agree 
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in the meaning or without it at the conjunction of the sentences and conjunct the thing on itself because the difference of 

the pronunciation and delete conjunction with the conjunction letter. As for the conclusion it contains the most important 

results which the research reached it through its searching. 

The research depend on the books of interpretation, analysis and the language, from interpretations for example : 

AlKshaf by Alzimkhcri (538 H), Almhrr Alwgeez by Abin Attia (546 H), the surrounding sea by Abie Hayan (745 H) and 

others. from the books of analysis, the meanings of Holy Quran and its analysis by Alzjaj (311 H), analysis of Holy Quran 

by Alnhas (338 H) and else. from other resources, the Book by Sibawayh (180 H), Almqtdhb by Almbrad (285 H), Allma 

by Abin Janei (392 H) and many of variety sources(1-3). 

This research built on the definition and the endoscopy method then income what it represents it from 

interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea and then appear it on the opinions and the sayings of interpreters and grammarians to 

reach to extent of its agreement or its infraction to them. 

At the last it is humble effort which I hope God give me the success in it, if God gave me success so its preferred 

from God who give it to whom he wants from his worshipers, if it was else so it is shortening from me. 

THE PREFACE 

Brief speech about Abin Abei Alrbeea (599 _ 688 H) his biographical and his interpretation : 

He is Abeed Allah Bin Ahmad Bin Abeed Allah Bin Mohammed Bin Abeed Allah Abou AlHussien Bin Abei 

Alrbeea AlQrshei Alamwei Alathmanei Alshbelei, born in 599 H(1) in Sevilla (Andalus) (2), in it he has gotten his education 

by scholars and great professors in different sciences and knowledge, the teaching in grammar came in early time from his 

life by order from his professor Alshlobeen (645 H) he saw his intelligence, it wasn’t in Alshlobeen students anyone more 

intelligence than him (3). 

When Crusaders have controlled on Sevilla in year (646 H) Abin Abie Alrbeea left it and went to Sbtah so he 

lived in it and stayed interest in grammar (4), even he was described that (the leader of the grammarians in his time) (5), and 

there are many books to him the last one of them his interpretation to Holy Quran which consider the end of his scientific 

and culture activity, he couldn’t complete it because of his death, it ends with the verse (128) from the cow Sora(6), his 

death was in the year (688 H) (7). 

In spite of the small size of his interpretation but we found his book about the Holy Quran text with its different 

linguistic levels, especially the grammatical one of it, which consider as treasure which can benefit from it, so the 

interpreter and his interpretation have the grammatical character overwhelmingly so our chose on the study one of his 

themes which is (the followers). 

THE FOLLOWERS IN THE INTERPRETATION OF ABIN ABI ALR BEEA 

The followers ((are the names which the analysis doesn’t touch it except on the way of fellow to other)) (8), or 

((they are the second which are equal with the first in the analysis, they share with it in factors)) (9), Abou Hayan (745 H) 

mentioned to the numbers of the follower parts, he said : ((it is trapped with numerate it doesn’t need to paint nor limit)) 
(10), it is five parts : the adjective, conjunct the speech, the affirmation, apposition, and conjunct the form.(11) it said it is four 

by putting the speech conjunction and the form conjunction under the name of conjunction, it said it is six by making the 
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pronunciation affirmation as one part and the moral affirmation as another part (12), all of it fellow the first without any 

letter except the form conjunction (13), it being on it analysis the name which fellow it in the genitive, the nominative and 

theaccusative(14) whether in pronunciation or position (15), and we will show its parts as following : 

THE FIRST THEME : THE ADJECTIVE (DESCRIPTION) 

The expression with adjective came from Koufieen, and may be Basreen had used it because the most at them are 

the description and the adjective (16), the description is : ((is referring to the circumstance of the self, some of it, explaining 

to definite nouns and specialization to indefinite nouns)) (17), Abin Malk said (672 H) : ((it is the follower which is intended 

with etymology or interpretation, which refers to specializing, generalization, particularization, praise, disparagement, 

show mercy, ambiguity or affirmation)) (18), it doesn’t describe except pronunciation derivative as names which have taken 

from the source to refer to meaning like the active participle and else. or interpretation as signal name and with meaning 

fellow and the relative (19), and show to its types with say : it is ((the follower, the complete to its follower, appear one 

factor from its factors, as ((I passed through generous man)), or from the characters which connect with him, and it is its 

reason, like : ((I passed through man who his father generous)), it is two types : real and reasonable (21), and from his 

researches which came in the interpretation of Abin Abi Alrbeea which is : 

The Description with Sentence 

The adjective (description) be individual or sentence (22), when it be individual it describes the definite and 

indefinite nouns, like : I passed through the generous Zaid. I passed through generous man (23), as for the sentence it be 

description to indefinite nouns, should be enunciative which means it be information to nominal and connectors to the 

connected nouns (24), it should be there return which connect it with described and it may be delete to refer to it (25) the 

adjective sentence be in the position of individual and has its position from analysis, because the individual is the origin 

and the sentence in its position, if the meaning specialize with individual it was the origin and the sentence is section on it, 

because the simple first and the component second (26), the adjective sentence came in the interpretation of Abin Abei 

Alrbeea and it can be divide it as following : 

The Adjective Noun Sentence 

Its example at Abin Abei Alrbeea in God saying : ((Or [it is] like a rainstorm from the sky within which is 

darkness)) (27), he said in it (darkness is nominal, within is enunciative, the sentence is adjective to a rainstorm, it may be 

((within)) is connect to a rainstorm. (darkness) is subject in genitive, because the genitive if it depend on it, it will be 

nominative (28), the opinions of interpreters and analysts differ about these two cases, some of them said that ((within 

darkness)) is noun phrase in position of genitive adjective to a rainstorm (29), the connect pronoun ((in)) return to (a 

rainstorm) or (to the sky) (30), but others said the two cases but they differed in taking with them, Alakbrei (616 H) said in 

the second of them, it is nominative (darkness) with preposition letter and genitive on effectiveness for its depend. Abou 

Hayan (745 H) said in the first of them, it is making the sentence (within darkness) in the position of adjective, it didn’t 

satisfy him, he saw it is no need to it, because the matter about adjective if it be individual or sentence, it is better to be 

individual, Abou Hayan said also that (within) be in position of situation from specified indefinite noun with saying (from 

the sky) whether it is specified the work or specified the adjective (32), Alalousei (1270 H) didn’t agree on this speech, he 

said : (making the adverb situation from specified indefinite noun, and darkness its subject doesn’t devoid from darkness 
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dimension also it doesn’t hide (33), others in this matter said : (making the preposition adjective or situation, because 

preposition nearer to the individual than the sentence, the origin of adjective and situation to be individual) (34), and most of 

them prefer one of these cases on other, as for Abin Abei Alrbeea equalized between them but he preceded the saying with 

coming of the adjective with noun sentence. 

The Adjective Verb Sentence 

Its examples came in interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea, God saying : ((that they will have gardens [in Paradise] 

beneath which rivers flow)) (35), he said in it : ((beneath which rivers flow)) in the position of adjective to paradises (36), as it 

seem that this position without any argument in it most of them said with the coming of this sentence in the position of 

accusative adjective to (heavens) (37). 

From its example at interpreter also saying of God : ((And fear a Day when no soul will suffice)) (38), he said in it : 

((no soul will suffice)) : don’t recompense, it say : I sufficed it from you, I recompensed it from you, and the sentence in 

the position of adjective to day. and the pronoun which is return from the adjective to the prescribed nouns is accusative, 

and it has deleted as it was deleted from the connector, to semi the adjective with the connector, its expectation : 

recompense it, the adverb be in accusative case accusative of direct object (39), the sentence (no soul will suffice) in the 

position of accusative adjective to (day) they said about it most of them (40), but they have separated the saying in case of 

description pronoun, Sibawayh (180 H) said that expectation : (no soul will suffice in it) deleting the preposition and the 

genitive, because the adverbs accommodate what the else doesn’t accommodate (41), Alksaaei (189H) didn’t agree on delete 

the genitive, he said the delete has happened gradually, delete preposition letter first, then the pronoun connected with the 

verb it becomes accusative, so it can be delete (42) so the expectation in this ((no soul will suffice in it)) with making the 

adverb object on the capacity, then delete the letter from the adjective, delete this letter better than delete ((in it)) (43), and 

this what Abou Hayan chose it to Abei Ali Alfarsei (377 H), some of them said about these two expectation (it doesn’t 

recompense in it and it doesn’t recompense it) both of them are possible at Sibawayh (180H) and Alkhfsh (215 H) and 

Alzgage (311 H) (44), Abin Abei Alrbeea takes with what Alksaaei said that the delete can`t be except with the letter which 

connect with verb, in the sentence another case, Alkufieen said it doesn’t be adjective but genitive (day) deleted to refer 

what it precedes it and expectation will be : day today no soul will suffice, it doesn’t need pronoun and the delete be 

apposition of the mentioned, Albasrieen didn’t agree on it, they saw that genitive shouldn’t be delete it and the genitive 

stay on its lowering and what they with its abnormality (45). 

The Adjective Semi Sentence 

The adjective can be adverb semi sentence or preposition and genitive, the preposition and the genitive give the 

sentence rule that the origin in it is its connecting with verb, because it entered to reach the verb meaning to the name, it in 

the sentence rule it be link as in (he came to me who is in the house, and from the kind) the link can be sentence only (46). 

Example of what came in the interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea, saying of God : ((And if you are in doubt about 

what We have sent down upon Our Servant [Muhammad], then produce a surah the like thereof)) (47), he said : (and the like 

thereof) in the position the adjective to Surah, it had came in Younis Surah : ((forth a surah like it)), and in Hood Surah 

((bring ten surahs like it that have been invented)) (49), the letter which connect with like it returns to Holy Quran and the 

verses all agree on it (50), the interpreters and the analysts in the case return of pronoun, they mentioned many sayings from 

it what Abin Abei Alrbeea said it, we showed about it to avoid dilatation (51) the semi sentence (like thereof) came in the 
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adjective position it is matter clarified and the situation require it, as for the saying the return of pronoun to Quran it may 

be right, for what Abin Abei Alrbeea said about coming refer to it in more than one position from the Holy book. 

From its examples also, saying of God : ((So they returned having [earned] with wrath upon wrath)) (52), the 

interpreter said about saying of God : ((they returned having [earned] with wrath upon wrath)) which mean : they returned 

with anger on anger, and (upon wrath) the adjective of the anger, which mean (they having {earned }with stable wrath 

upon wrath) (53) some of them said with the coming of semi sentence (upon wrath) in the position genitive adjective for his 

saying (with anger) and the expectation at them : it be on anger which mean synonym anger (54) or increase of Almighty 

God anger on them (55). 

Delete the Prescribed and Put the Adjective in its Position 

From the right of adjective to make the prescribed fellow it, the statement and the definition come from it so 

delete one of them contrary to that purpose and retreating from what they said, the logic doesn’t agree on deleting the 

prescribed for what has mentioned, because if it deleted, it would be flaw in the speech (56), but if it appears with 

appearance dispense with it from its mention or indicate on it evidence so it is possible delete it and put the adjective in its 

position (57), as their saying : the knight and the Atlas, and else from what it is much in their speech (58). 

Abin Abei Alrbeea mentioned to delete the prescribed in instructional example he said : (don’t say : O ye the wise 

man and not O ye the humorous, unless you want : O ye the humorous man and O ye the wise man, delete the prescribed 

and put the adjective in its position also : O ye this the humorous, this sentence be on deleting the prescribed, and the 

original : O ye this the humorous man, because these derivatives have derived to benefit the describe, the knowing of its 

gender and its reality and the signal name its reality, it comes in what it clarifies the truth and then it was followed by what 

its clarifies the describe (59). 

The interpreter showed to delete the prescribed also at his interpretation God saying:(It is a yellow cow, bright in 

color - pleasing to the observers.)) (60), God saying : (bright in color), the bright : is from yellow adjective, they want the 

exaggeration in the yellow color …. And don’t say : this bright, if you want say : bright yellow, but for what has 

introduced yellow, it is right to say : bright its color, and the meaning : yellow bright its color, the deleting of yellow it is 

requiring for the mitigation because the yellow has preceded (61) the interpreters and the analysts said that (bright) adjective 

to yellow which mean so yellow (62), but they didn’t mention to the delete of its described as Abin Abei Alrbeea has done. 

THE SECOND THEME : THE AFFIRMATION 

It is pronunciation which follows the affirmation noun in its analysis to remove the confusion and extent (63), Abin 

Malak (672 H) : it is follower which depend on it because the name which was followed look like it (64), or it is follower 

which decide the case of the name which was followed in the proportion or the inclusion (65), it uses for achievement and 

remove the overtaking in the speech, because the trope in their speech is common, so the affirmation makes fixing the 

meaning in the self of the speaker, and remove the wrong in the interpretation (66), it is two parts : pronunciation and moral, 

the pronunciation is repetition of the pronunciation and it be in the names, the verbs, the letters and the sentences (67), also 

in the appearance, the hidden and in every speech which you want confirmation it, because it doesn’t have any door which 

limits it (68), it may be with other pronunciation with what it strengthens it or what it agrees with it in meaning like 

affirmation of hidden pronoun and the obvious pronoun like : you get up, I got up, and the verb with the name verb . (69), as 
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for the moral : is repeating the meaning with other pronunciation which is different to the first (70), its pronunciations are 

limited and they are nine :(object pronoun with self, the same, gather, all, collection, both of them, whole of them) and they 

should adding to the pronoun which conform the noun which affirmed (72), and they followed with it other pronunciations 
(73) from its searching which came in the interpretation of Abin Abi Alrbeea which are : 

Affirmation the Connect Pronoun with Separate Nominative Pronoun 

The grammarians didn’t differ in affirmation the connect pronoun whether it was nominative, accusative or 

genitive with separate nominative pronoun (74) and to this meaning Abin Malak (672 H) mentioned it with his saying :  

The hidden nominative pronoun which has separated it affirm with it every connect pronoun (75)  

The noun which affirmed conform the affirmed to it in the speech, the singular and plural (76) but it was also 

before that the origin of pronoun that it be on one form in nominative, accusative and genitive. also the clear names were 

on one form and the analysis in its last clarifies its situations also ambiguous names which build on one form and its factors 

refer on its analysis and its positions like : he came to me this, I saw this, I passed by this (77), and this type of affirmation 

consider from the pronunciation affirmation or like it, because the moral affirmation has special pronunciations and 

specific conditions (78). 

Abin Abi Alrbeea showed this type from the affirmation at his interpretation God saying : ((Unquestionably, it is 

they who are the corrupters, but they perceive [it] not.)) (79), he said after he remained the presence of three affirmations in 

the speech from it : (unquestionably), the second (it is) and the third (they who are the corrupters) and he didn’t say : 

(unquestionably, they are corrupters) because (they are) here it use for affirmation to them, if the affirmation to them so it 

will be permissible, this is from Arab speech because the accusative, genitive and nominative pronoun affirm with separate 

nominative pronouns, (they who are) it has affirmation, it attended by it what after it is enunciative to what before it, and it 

isn’t what after it follower to it as you see if it is delete it won`t effect on the meaning, if you make it inchoative it may be 

use it for affirmation, and making (they are) as clarification better than the affirmation and the inception, because what 

came in Holy Quran, God saying : ((And those who have been given knowledge see that what is revealed to you from your 

Lord is the truth)) (80), (81). 

He said in other position mentioned the last verse itself : (is) here was used as clarification, all which came in 

Holy Quran should carry from this (82). it may be in one of these cases that (they are) came as affirmation to the connect 

pronoun, but it is better that the separate pronoun (they are) in these positions to be as clarification, as for the interpreters 

and the analysts most of them mentioned to those three cases which mean : the clarification, the affirmation and the 

inception, all of it without prefer one of it on another (83). 

The Affirmation for What the Pronunciation Require it and to Rise Probably Trope in it 

It is much from its examples in Holy Quran God saying : ((saying with their mouths)) (84), and ((nor a being that 

flies with its wings)) (85), and its examples at Abin Abei Alrbeea God saying : ((So woe to those who write the "scripture" 

with their own hands)) (86), he said that God saying (their own hands) is affirmation, and this affirmation used a lot, you say 

: Are you deny this ?. You wrote it with your hand ?. also you say : Are you deny this, and you said it with your tongue ?, 

exaggeration in the matter for their done (87), (their own hands) is affirmation which rise the trope illusion and it is origin of 

affirmation because your saying : Zaid is writing, as it look from sentence he begins writing but it may be assign to him by 
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the trope and be the commander in this, his saying (with their own hands) he affirmed that the writing be with hand only, it 

say : that the benefit of (with their own hands) clarify to their crime and confirmation to their announcement, the person 

who begin the action has stronger effect from what it doesn’t begin with it (88), and it say : the benefit of its mention that 

they did this themselves and they didn’t command with it others (89), and then the coming of the affirmation here it doesn’t 

be by repetition of the pronunciation or the meaning but it came from another side which is restriction the meaning in the 

pronunciation in order to suspect the trope in it and it is from the affirmation. 

THE THIRD THEME : THE APPOSITION  

The Kufieen called it the translation, the clarification and the repetition (90), it is independent follower depending 

on the factor estimate without follower (91) or it is the follower which is intended with the rule without any means (92), and 

its purpose is clarification, rise the confusion and remove the expansion and the trope (93), and it is like the affirmation and 

the description in the benefit indicate and achievement, clarification and specification (94), and it is on four parts : 

apposition all of all, apposition some of all, inclusion apposition and the mistake and forget apposition (95), apposition be in 

the names, verbs and sentences (96), and the letters also, it possible to replace the letter and what connect with it from the 

letter and what connect with it, also the connector replace with condition complete its connected (97), it has many rules, 

what Abin Abei Alrbeea talked about it in his interpretation from it : 

Apposition the Definite Noun from the Indefinite Noun and Contrary 

The grammarians said it is permissible to replace the definite noun from the indefinite noun and contrary, they 

referred to this in many texts, from apposition the definite noun from the indefinite noun (98), saying of God : ((straight 

path, the path of Allah)) (99), and from apposition the indefinite noun from the definite noun, saying of God : ((No! If he 

does not desist, We will surely drag him by the forelock - A lying, sinning forelock.)) (100), but it was also, because it isn’t 

in the adjective, describe the definite noun with the same of it and the indefinite noun also, because the adjective and the 

described are one thing as for apposition and replace from it, aren’t one thing, because apposition in expectation is 

repeating the factor, they are two sentences, it may be one of them definite and the other indefinite noun (101), apposition 

here is permissible whether the indefinite noun described for getting the benefit and this what has transferred from Kufieen 

and Baghdadieen or it doesn’t describe or from the first pronunciation as the last verse or it doesn’t as Abin Malak (672 H) 

the Kufieen stipulated this (102), and the right that the speech of Kufieen to the contrary to this for their permissible to this 

in many positions (103). 

Abin Abei Alrbeea mentioned to this apposition at his interpretation saying of God : ((The way of those on whom 

Thou hast bestowed Thy Grace, those whose (portion) is not wrath, and who go not astray.)) (104)  

He said : all the seven readers agreed on genitive the letter (R) and it didn’t read with accusative except in 

irregular cases (105), and it is adjective to (those) on the meaning : so using not in ((not astray)) as it repeated it become as 

you say : I passed by a man who isn’t believer nor disbeliever  if you say : how it be (not) adjective to definite noun and it 

is indefinite noun, because its addition isn’t for definition ? you said : (not) here if it doesn’t have the definition addition so 

it is indefinite noun, when we add the so it will be definite noun if it was this on the way of gender, because the gender is 

general and it doesn’t specify what lie it so it is indefinite noun in this case and this all need it at made (not) adjective to 

(those), if you make it apposition, it won`t need to this, because it is permissible apposition indefinite noun from definite 
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noun, and definite noun from indefinite noun (106), for the Holy Quran interpreters and its analysts in reading the genitive in 

(not) sayings which is : 

A_ it should be that (not) apposition of (those) apposition indefinite noun from definite noun, and this what most 

of them started it (107), or apposition of the genitive pronoun in (on whom) (108), Abou Hayan (745 H) didn’t agree on these 

two cases, he said after he mentioned it : (both of them weak because (not) the origin and its position is the description and 

apposition with description is weak) (109), Alsmeen Alhalbei (756H) and others commented on the last case with saying : 

(and this shapes on saying of who see that position come in the place of the name which apposition of it, at first it wanted 

to broach, it requires from it the connected without returner, so the expectation will be: (the wayof those on whom thou 

hast bestowed on isn’t the wrath on them) (110)  

B_ that (not) be adjective to (those) (111), and this what Alfraa (207 H) started it, he reasoned this by his saying : (it 

is permissible that (not) be adjective to definite noun, because it has added to name has (the), and it is in the speech as you 

say : no order except with the honest who isn’t liar, as you want from whom believe and doesn’t lie (112) Abou Hayan (745 

H) didn’t agree with him on this, he sees it is destroy for what they intended on it that the definite noun doesn’t describe 

except with the definite noun (113), some of them answered on this with two matters, one of them : that (not) it be indefinite 

noun if it doesn’t lay between two opposites, if it lays,(not) will be limit, (not) in the case define as addition and the verse 

from this case, and the other : that the connector like indefinite nouns in the ambiguity which in it, it was treated as the 

treatment of indefinite nouns (114), and then Abin Abei Alrbeea agree with Alfraa in saying that the position of (not) is 

adjective to (those), as for the rest said that in the genitive position on apposition of (those) which mean apposition 

indefinite noun from definite noun, and this what Alfraa and Abin Abei Alrbeea referred to it on its permissible it also in 

their speech, as for reading the accusative in (not) in it many cases Abin Abei Alrbeea, also the interpreters and all analysts 

mentioned it (115), and I don’t search in it to avoid the prolongation. 

Delet the Connect Pronoun from Something Apposition and the Inclusion Apposition 

It must be in these two appositions which mentioned to it from pronoun which connect them with the noun which 

apposition of it, it is possible to delete it to know about it but it is meaning, as you say : I ate one – third of loaf, and the 

meaning of it one – third (116), Abin Abei Alrbeea showed for this speech, he cited for it with scientific example, and this at 

his interpretation saying of God : ((and provide its people with fruits - whoever of them believes in Allah and the Last 

Day.)) (117), he said : and saying of God : ((whoever of them believes in Allah and the Last Day.)) it is apposition of (its 

people) and the meaning : God provided people who believe in Allah and the last day, then he supported to the (people) on 

side of affirmation because the name repeated twice, also beauty Zaid his face, its original : beauty his face Zaid. then said 

: beauty face Zaid, request for affirmation, apposition some of all it is possible to delete the pronoun from it and it is better 

to delete it, also the inclusion apposition it is some apposition of all, it may in it delete the pronoun so much (118), the 

interpreters and the analysts agreed _ as I noticed _ on that (of) it is connector name it is some apposition of all (119), 

Alzmghshrei (538 H) which its mean (provide the believers of his people especially) (120), so he returned in it pronoun on 

the noun which apposition of it (121), and then his mention almost agree with Abin Abei Alrbeea mention for the connector 

noun (of) and also with his expectation to the meaning of the speech. 

 

Apposition Come in the Place of Noun Which Apposition of it 
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Almbrad (285 H) said : (I know that apposition in all Arabic language come in the place of the noun which 

apposition of it, this by your saying : I passed by a man Zaid, and your brother Abei Abd Allah, it seems as you say : I 

passed by Zaid, I passed by Abei Abd Allah (122), Abin Janei (392 H) said after him : (apposition lesson is possible delete 

the first and put the second in its position) (123) 

Abin Abei Alrbeea showed this case in an educational example, he said : (apposition come in the place of the 

noun which apposition of it, if I say : I knew your brother his news, it is mean : I knew the news of your brother) (124), the 

interpreter fellow them on the saying it is possible to put apposition in the place of the noun which apposition of it. 

THE FOURTH THEME : THE CONJUNCTION 

It is two parts : statement conjunction and layout conjunction, statement conjunction (it is the name which being 

on the name before it, indicates it as the adjective indicates it, it isn’t adjective for deterrent of non derivation(125), and its 

meaning : that the clear names which isn’t take from the verb be on the position of the adjectives which take from the verb, 

you say : your brother Mohammed got up, as you say : your nice brother got up . (126), I didn’t find the signal to him in the 

interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea, as for the second part which is called the layout conjunction it is from Alkufieen as 

for Albsraween and from them Sabwayh (180 H) they called it the company (127), and it is follower mediates between it and 

its follower one of the letters (128), which mean conjunction letters which are : (and, in, then, or, as for, but, nor, even) 

(129), all these letters gather in entering the second in analysis of the first and its meanings are different (130), the 

conjunction factor is hidden, the conjunction letter refers to it, it includes the meaning of its first factor, so it isn’t need to 

repeat it (131), and for this theme many rules, and what Abin Abi Alrbeea showed it from it : 

The Conjunction on the Nominative Connected and Hidden Pronoun 

It is arguing matter, the Kufieen said it is permissible conjunction on the nominative connected and hidden 

pronoun without condition, Albsraween said it isn’t permissible this except it affirm with separate pronoun or with other 

interval be in its position, and what it comes contrary of it, so it is ugly or for poetry necessity (132). 

Abin Abei Alrbeea agreed with Albsraween in what they talked in it, and he referred to this meaning at his 

interpretation to saying of God : ((And We said, "O Adam, live, you and your wife, in Paradise)) (133), he said : (you) 

affirmation to the pronoun in (live). and (your wife) : conjunction on hidden pronoun in (live) not on (you), because (you) 

affirmation to the pronoun, it should be that the conjunction on it has affirmation, and not affirmation to it, and not 

meaning has affirmation, it is conjunction on the hidden pronoun itself, and it isn’t conjunction on the nominative 

connected pronoun till it affirms or separates with separation which be as affirmation, as saying of God : ((If Allah had 

willed, we would not have associated [anything] and neither would our fathers)) (134), (135) the interpreter says with 

conjunction of (your wife) on the nominative hidden pronoun in (live), to affirm it with separate pronoun (you), and this 

most interpreters agree on it, all their sayings were that the hidden pronoun in (live) has affirmed with separate pronoun 

(you), so it is possible to conjunction on it (136), the interpreters and analysts referred to the verse which Abin Abei Alrbeea 

referred to it also (137), and then they all fellow Albsreen in the matter of conjunction on nominative connected hidden 

pronoun and also it must be separate with separation pronoun or what like it. 

Agree in the Meaning or Without it at Conjunction of the Sentences 
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It has differed in this case, some of them stipulated to conjunction the sentence some of it on some, two conditions 

one of them : agree in the meaning and the other : agree in the pronunciation, others confined on the condition of agree in 

the meaning, as for agree in the pronunciation, it is suitable condition and it isn’t necessary and this belong to the most of 

grammarians, others said that conjunction the sentence some of it on some be free, as for these two conditions, they are 

from suitable conditions and aren’t from necessary conditions (138). 

Abin Abi Alrbeea mentioned to this speech at his interpretation saying of God : ((And give good tidings to those 

who believe and do righteous deeds that they will have gardens [in Paradise] beneath which rivers flow)) (139), he said : and 

{ Almighty God} saying : ((and give good tidings)) its subject is the prophet Mohammed (peace be upon him), because he 

is informer from God, and it is conjunction on what before it, because what before it require also the warning to the 

disbelievers, Almighty God said : ((But if you do not - and you will never be able to - then fear the Fire)) (140) it means : 

warn them the fire which prepared to the disbelievers, and bode the believers, the sentences aren’t conjunction some of it 

on some till agree in the meaning, when the order sentence come conjunction on the enunciative, it must be that 

enunciative has the meaning of order, if you consider this, you find it also. as for conjunction of noun sentence on verb 

sentence, and conjunction of verb sentence on noun sentence it is existing, but it is betters moderation, and it is the 

conjunction of verb sentence on verb sentence and the conjunction of noun sentence on noun sentence (141), the interpreter 

said that with condition of agree in the meaning at conjunction of the sentences, which mean : the order sentence doesn’t 

conjunct except on the same of it, as for the interpreters they have in this sayings, Alzmghshrei (538 H) said that the 

dependable in the conjunction isn`t the order till require from him what same to it from order or negative conjunct on it as 

for the dependable in the conjunction is describing recompense of the believers, it is conjunction on describing sentence of 

punishment of the disbelievers, as you say : Zaid will be punish with restriction, and bode Omar with the forgiveness and 

the release then he said it is possible in this another face which is his saying be (and give good tidings) conjunction on his 

saying (fear), as you say : O people of Tmim warn the punish for what you done, O boy bode people of Bnei Asad with my 

charity to them (142), Albedhwei (685 H) followed him in his first saying only which mean from the conjunction : if he said 

: that it isn’t conjunct the verb itself till require what same to it of order or negative, so it conjunction on it or on { fear }, 

because if they don’t come with what oppose it after the challenge its inimitability will appear, if it appears this from 

whom disbelieve it, they necessitated the punishment, and who believe they deserve the recompense, and this require 

frighten those and bode those (143), Abou Hayan (745 H) transferred Alzmghshrei mentioned saying, he said that the 

conjunction of some sentence on some it isn’t its condition the agree in the meaning, which mean it is possible in it that 

stative sentence conjunct on construction sentence and contrary, then he referred to the dispute in this matter, he said that 

the right in it isn’t need to the agreement in the meaning, he said that saying of Alzmghshrei and who followed him are 

wrong, it is possible conjunct his saying (and give good tidings) on saying (fear the fire) in being order conjunction on 

order return the reason for this that (his saying (fear) is answer for condition and its position is assertiveness and 

conjunction on the answer is answer, it can`t be in his saying (and give good tidings) to be answer because it is the 

annunciation order, he bodes those who believe order isn’t arrange on thing before it, and not his saying and bode on its 

analysis as it represents it of his saying O people of Tmim it is butter to be conjunct on what before it even the meanings of 

the sentences don’t agree . And it is right (144), on it the matter of conjunction of requiring sentence on stative sentence and 

contrary is matter differ in it, some of them said it is necessary agree in its meanings also Abin Abei Alrbeea said this too, 

and some of them said it isn’t necessary even they said it is permissible using the conjunction freely. 
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Conjunct the Thing on itself because the Difference of Pronunciation 

Conjunct the thing on itself if two pronunciations differ (145), and conjunct the synonym on its synonym and this 

what (and) specified in it as : saying of God : ((He said, "I only complain of my suffering and my grief to Allah)) (146), it 

may be share it in this other letters (147). 

Example of what come from it at Abin Abei Alrbeea saying of God : ((And [recall] when We gave Moses the 

Scripture and the Criterion that perhaps you would be guided.)) (148), said in it : (and the criterion) : conjunct on the (the 

scripture), and (the scripture) : Torah and the criterion : Torah also, conjunct the thing on itself, for difference of the 

pronounce, calling the criterion on Torah had came in another position also, saying of God : ((And We had already given 

Moses and Aaron the criterion and a light and a reminder for the righteous)) (149) and the meaning : Torah, called the 

criterion, because it separated between the right and the bad, it said : that it is intended of the criterion isn’t this, Alfraa said 

: here delete, and the intended of the criterion : the Holy Quran, and the meaning : we gave Moses the scripture and 

Mohammed (peace be upon him) the criterion, deleting the name of Mohammed (peace be upon him), because in the return 

it has proved and is Moses (peace on him) and this two right sayings (150), and for the interpreters and analysts of Holy 

Quran have different sayings in the pronounce (the criterion), and this return to its meaning at them, and the sayings are :  

A-to be the meaning : when we gave Moses (peace on him) the scripture, which mean Torah, and Mohammed 

(peace be upon him) the criterion, and this saying of Alraa (207H) and also this saying return to some grammarians and he 

is Qtrab (206H) (151), on this deleting what has deleted to indicate what stayed on it (152), Alnahas (338 H) answered on this 

saying (this is wrong in the analysis and the meaning as for the analysis is conjunction on the thing like it and on this 

saying the conjunction be on the thing which opposite it, as for the meaning Almighty God said in it ((And We had already 

given Moses and Aaron the criterion)) (153), (154), also some of them answered him with excuse that there isn`t any evidence 

on this deleting (155), Abin Ateia (546 H) transferred saying of some of them that it is weak (156), because in it carrying the 

Quran on the trope without necessity although Almighty God told that he gave Moses the criterion, then referred to the last 

verse itself (157). 

B- the criterion be the same scripture but its mentioned has repeated, and it intended by it that differentiate 

between the right and the bad and this is saying of Alzjaj (311 H) (158). 

Delet the Conjunction with Conjunction Letter 

Abin Malak (672 H) said : (in) may delete with what it conjunct on it (and) also but unequivocally and it is alone 

in it (164). 

This mean that (in), (and) are different in the case of deleting them with their conjunction the evidence on this, 

saying of Almighty God : ((and whoever is ill or on a journey - then an equal number of other days)) (165) which mean he 

forced so he has other days, deleting (force) and (in) which is entering on it (166), some of them denied this deleting, they 

said : it is deleting of the followers only. (167). 

Abin Abei Alrbeea talked about this type of deleting in many positions from it saying of God : ((And (remember) 

as Musa (Moses) asked Allah) for water for his people, so We said, "Strike with your staff the stone." Then there gushed 

forth from it)) (168), he said after he clarified the meaning of this { in this deleting, its expectation : he stroke the  
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Stone so it gushed} (169), as it seem this expectation is the most appropriate to the sequence of the speech, he 

mentioned it generally (170), because its meaning he stroke the stone so it gushed so he didn’t mention to the striking of 

Moses (peace on him) to the stone because what left from the speech evidence on what he threw(171) the existing of the gush 

come from his striking evidence on the deleting, and if it was gushing without strike so it will be no importance to the 

matter, and its leaving would be disobedience and this isn’t allow on the prophets (peace on them) (172), AlZmaghshrei 

(538H) and else mentioned another expectation, and it is : if you strike, it will gush, on this (in) doesn’t be except in 

eloquent speech (173) AlZmaghshrei make it here predestined condition answer as it seem he want explanation of the 

meaning and not the analysis (174). 

CONCLUSIONS 

It may the most important results which the research reached to it through its searching are : 

• The coming of the adjective in the interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea with its all different types (nominative, 

verbal and semi verbal)  

• His method in directing the analysis of Holy Quran pronunciation between mentioning the faces without 

outbalance between it sometime as in pronunciation (in it darkness) and else, and between mentioning the faces 

with outbalance between it as in the pronunciation (they) which came in affirmation with pronouns department. 

• Abin Abei Alrbeea depended on methods and terms of Busrieen as adjective and apposition in his interpretation, 

even we found him sometime had taken the methods of Kufaeen as in the case of deleting description pronoun 

which come in saying of God ((doesn’t count)) and with their terms as adjective for example. 

• The interpreter referred to Holy Quran context so much to support his guidance to Holy Quran pronunciation as in 

pronunciation (similar to him), (the criterion) and (they) which came in Almtan and else, and it may take from 

scientific examples way to support the grammatical rule as in the case deleting the described and put the adjective 

in its position and in the case of replacing apposition in the place of apposition of it and else. 

• The interpreter put condition the agreement in the meaning at conjunction the sentences which mean : the 

command sentence conjunct on the sentence like it and statement sentence also as for the nominative and verbal 

sentences are possible the conforming or without it, but the better the conforming. 
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98. Sibawayah book : 1 / 441, 2 / 9, 14, Almqtdhb : 4 / 295, Alasool in the grammar : 2 / 46 _ 47, Altbsra and Althkra 

: 1 / 157  

99. Alshoura Sora : 52 _ 53  

100. Alalq Sora / 15 _ 16  
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101. Albseet : 1 / 394  

102. Shrah Altsheel : 3 / 331, Artshaf Aldhrab : 4 / 1962 _ 1963, the Assistant : 2 / 428 _ 429, Hma Alhwamah : 5 / 

217 _ 218  

103. Arthshaf Aldhrab : 4 / 1962, The Assistant : 2 / 429  

104. Alfataha Sora / 7  

105. Alsba in the readings : Abin Mjahd Albaghdadei : 1 / 111 _ 112, Meaning of the readings : Alazharei : 1 / 115 _ 

116, Alhja for the readers of Alsba : Alfarsei : 1 / 142, the readings dictionary, Dr. Abd Alateef Alchteeb : 1 / 22 – 

23  

106. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 1 / 190 _ 194  

107. Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 175, Mshkl of Quran analysis : 1 / 13, Alkshaf : 1 / 122, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 

76, Altbain in Quran analysis : 1 / 9, Aldr Almsoun 1 / 71  

108. Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 76, Altbain in Quran analysis : 1 / 9, Aldr Almsoon 1 / 71  

109. The surrounding sea ; 1 / 148  

110. Aldr Almsoon ; 1 / 71, Alabab in the book sciences : 1 / 221  

111. Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 175, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 76, Altbain in Quran analysis : 1 / 9, Aldr Almsoon : 1 

/ 71, Analysis of Quran and its statement : 1 / 31, Almfsal analysis : 1 / 11 

112. The Quran meanings ; 1 / 7, the meaning of Msmoud is : he didn’t mean people themselves,, meanings of readings 

: 1 / 116, in it saying of Alfraa has transformed, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 76  

113. The surrounding sea 1 / 148 _ 149  

114. Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 71, Alabab in the book sciences : 1 / 220  

115. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 1 / 193 _ 194, Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 176, Mshkl of Quran analysis 

: 1 / 13, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 77, Altbain in Quran analysis : 1 / 10, the surrounding sea : 1 / 149, Aldr Almsoon : 

1 / 72  

116. Arabic secrets : 298 _ 299, Shrah Almfsal : 2 / 259 _ 262, Albseet : 1 / 394, 402 _404  

117. The cow Sora / 126  

118. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 2 / 604, and for examples, its interpretation : 1 / 348 _ 349  

119. Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 260, Mshkl of Quran analysis : 1 / 71, Alkshaf : 320, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 209, 

Altbain in Quran analysis : 1 / 114, Aljamah of Quran Analysis : 2 / 384  

120. Alkshaf : 1 / 320  

121. Aldr Almsoon : 2 / 109, Alabab in the book sciences : 2 / 473  

122. Almqtdhb : 4 / 211 
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123. Alamah : 68  

124. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 1 / 367  

125. Altwdhah : Abei Ali Alshlobenei : 196, Alasool in the grammar : 2 / 45  

126. Alamah : 70  

127. Sibawayah book : 1 / 441, 3 / 32, 34, Shrah Almfsal : 2 / 276, Artshaf Aldhrb : 4 / 1975, The assistant : 2 / 441, 

Hma Alhwamah : 5 / 223  

128. Awdhh Almsalk : 3 / 353, Shrah Abin Aqeel : 3 / 226, Jamah Arabic lessons : 3 / 576  

129. Alasool in the grammar : 56, Aledhah (Alfarsei) : 221, Altwdhah : 199, Albseet : 1/ 33 – 333, Awdhh Almsalk : 3 

/ 353  

130. Alamah : 70, Albdeea in Arabic science : 2 / 369  

131. Results of the think : Abei Alqasm Alshelei : 1 / 195  

132. Sibawayah book : 1 / 278, 2 / 377 _ 383, Almqtdhb : 3 / 210 _ 115, Alamah : 73, Almfsal : 27, Alansaf : Abin 

Alanbairei : 2 / 474 _ 478, Shrah Almfsal : 2 / 280, Albseet: 1 / 345, Awdhh Almsalk : 390, Shrah Abin Aqeel : 3 

/ 237 -239, Hma Alhwamah : 5 / 267 – 269  

133. The cow Sora / 35  

134. Alanam Sora / 148  

135. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 1 / 393  

136. Alkshaf : 1 / 254, Mjmah Albain : 1 / 156, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 126, Aljmah of Quran rules : 1 / 448, The 

surrounding sea : 1 / 306 _ 307, Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 278_ 279  

137. Almqdhb : 3 / 210, Shrah Almfsal : 2 / 280, Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 278, Awdhh Almsalk: 3 / 390, Shrah Abin Aqeel : 

3 / 237, Alabab in the book sciences ; 1 / 546 _ 547 

138. Albseet : 1 / 806 -807, The surrounding sea : 1 / 252 _253, Hma Alhwamah : 5 / 273  

139. The cow Sora / 25  

140. The cow Sora / 24  

141. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 1 / 347, and for expansion :1 / 255 _256  

142. Alkshaf : 1 / 228, The surrounding sea : 1 / 252 _253, Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 208, 209, Quran analysis and its 

statement : 1 / 73  

143. Anwar Altnzeel : 1 / 52, the sources and the page themselves  

144. The surrounding sea : 1 / 252 – 253, Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 208 _209, Alabab in the book sciences : 1 / 446  

145. Albseet : 2 / 1085 

146. Youssif Sora / 86 
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147. Hma Alhwamah : 5 / 226, the Followers in Arabic sentence : 144 

148. The cow Sora / 53  

149. Alanbeia / 48  

150. Interpretation of Abin Abei Alrbeea : 2 / 432 _ 433 and for examples, its interpretation : 2/ 410, 555 

151. The Quran meanings : 1 / 37, meanings of Quran and its analysis : Alzjaj :1 / 134, analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 

225, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 144, Mjmah Albain : 1 / 198, Aljamah of Quran rules : 2 / 106, The surround sea :1/ 

360, Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 359  

152. Mjma Albain : 1 / 198, The surrounding sea : 1 / 360  

153. Alanbeia Sora / 43, 21, 48  

154. Quran analysis :1 / 225, Aljama of Quran rules :2 / 107, The surrounding sea : 1 /225, Aljama of Quran rules : 2 / 

107, The surrounding sea : 1 /361, Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 359  

155. The surrounding sea : 1 / 360 _ 361  

156. Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 144 

157. Mjma Albain : 1 / 198  

158. The meanings of Quran and its analysis : 1 / 134, Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 / 522, Aljamah of Quran rules : 2 

/ 107  

159. Almhrar Alwjeez 1 / 144, Mjma Albain : 1 / 198, The surrounding sea : 1 / 360  

160. Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 144, The surrounding sea : 1 / 360  

161. Analysis of Quran : 1 / 225, Aljamah of Quran rules : 2 / 107  

162. Meanings of Quran : Alfraa : 1 / 37, Jamah Albain : Altbrei : 2 / 71, Mjma Albain : 1 / 198, Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 

144, The surrounding sea : 1 / 360, Aldr Almsoon : 1 /359 

163. Analysis of Quran : Alnhas : 1 /225, Aljamah of Quran rules : 2 / 107  

164. Mtan Alfia Abin Malk : 36, Jamah Arabic lessons : 3 / 581  

165. The cow Sora / 184  

166. Shrah Altsheel : 3 / 378 _381, Awdh Almsalk: 3 / 395, Almsad : 2 / 472 _474, Shrah Abin Aqeel : 3 / 242, Hma 

Alhwamah : 5 / 274 

167. Hma Alhwamah : 5 / 274  

168. The cow Sora /60  

169. Interpretation Abin Abei Alrbeea : 2 / 446, : 2 / 435, 439, 481  

170. Almhrar Alwjeez : 1 / 152, Mjma Albain : 1 / 213, Aljama of Quran rules : 2 / 138, The surrounding sea : 1 / 390, 
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Aldr Almsoon : 1 / 385, Meanings soul : 1 / 270, Almneer interpretation : 1 / 179  

171. Mjma Albain : 1 / 213  

172. The surrounding sea : 1 / 390, Meanings soul : 1 / 270  

173. Alkshaf : 1/ 274, Aldr Amsoon : 1 / 385, Analysis of Quran and its statement : 1/ 111, Almfsal analysis : 1 / 72  

174. Aldr Almsoon :1/ 385, Alabab in the book sciences :2 /107, Almfsal analysis :1/ 72 
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